Abstract. We investigate the superstability of the functional equations
Introduction
The starting point of the present paper is the article [5] by S.-M. Jung, investigating the functional equation
In [5, Theorem 1] , it was proved that a differentiable function / : R + -• R, satisfying (1) for all x € R+ and all y G R, must be of the form /(x) = clnx, where c = /(e) is an arbitrary real constant (here and throughout the rest of the paper R+ denotes the set of all positive real numbers). It should be noted that the same conclusion can be achieved under milder assumptions on the function /. Proof. We have f(x) = nf(x l / n ) ) hence f{x x ! n ) = ^f (x) . Consequently, /( x m / n ) = -f(x), i.e., f(x r ) = rf(x) for all x € R+ and all rational numbers r. In particular f(e r ) = rf(e) = /(e) ln(e r ) for all rational numbers r. Now let x be an arbitrary positive real number, and let (r^) be a sequence of rational numbers converging to Inx. Then (e rfc ) converges to x, so, by virtue of the continuity of /, we have (1), in the conventional setting as well as in the sense of R. Ger. It seems that Jung's proofs are more complicated than necessary. This assertion is justified by the very short proofs presented in the next two sections. Their simple idea is similar to that one used by S. Czerwik in the proofs of some results stated in his paper [2] . This simple idea can be also applied to the superstability of other functional equations, such as
or the homogeneous functional equation
It should be mentioned that the superstability of the equation (3) has already been investigated, but in different settings, by other authors: J. Chudziak [1] , S. Czerwik [2] , S.-M. Jung [6, 7] , J. Tabor and J. Tabor [9] (see also the monograph [4, pp. 70-77] ). To our knowledge, the superstability of the equation (2) is proved here for the first time. In what follows, we present a different Short proof of Theorem 2. Take x = 1 in (4) and send y to infinity in order to see that /(1) = 0. Therefore (1) holds true for y = 0 and all x G R + .
Replacing y by ty in (4) and then dividing both sides of the obtained inequality by t\y\, we find that ty < -for all x, t G R+ and all y G R \ {0}. MVI This inequality implies that lim ^ = fix) for all x G R+ and all y G R \ {0}. t-»oo ty Taking this into account, for each and each y G R \ {0} we have
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The above argument can be used to establish the superstability of other functional equations. Indeed, let us consider the functional equation (2) for all x € R + and all y 6 R.
Proof. Let / : R + -> C be a function satisfying (2) for all x € R+ and y G R; g : R+ -» C be the function defined by g(x) := Dividing both sides of (2) by x y we find that g(x y ) = yg(x) for all x G R+ and all y G R. Conversely, let g : R + -> C be a function satisfying (5) for all x G R+ and all y G R. Then we have f{x
In the next theorem, the superstability of the functional equation (2) is proved. for all x G R+ and all y G R, then (2) holds true for all x G R+ and all 2/GR.
Proof. Taking x = 1 in (6) and then sending y to infinity we see that /(1) = 0. Hence (2) holds true for y = 0 and all x G R+, as well as for x = 1 and all y G R.
Replacing y by ty in (6) and then dividing both sides of the obtained inequality by \ty\x iy~x , we get < -.-¡-t-for all ieR+ and all y, t E R \ {0}. ~ \ty\x l y- (7), we have
Consequently, (2) holds true for all x > 1 and all y 6 R \ {0}. Analogously, but using (8) instead of (7), it can be proved that (2) holds also for all x < 1 and all y 6 R\ {0}, completing the proof.
• This approach can be also applied to the superstability of the homogeneous functional equation (3). 
for all a € K and all x G X, then (3) holds true for all a 6 K and all x € X (by 0° we mean 1).
Proof. Taking x = 0 in (9) and then sending a to zero for pi > 0, or to infinity for p\ = 0, we get /(0) = 0. Hence (3) holds true for a = 0 and all iel Replacing a by ta. in (9) and then dividing both sides of the obtained inequality by i p |a| p , we find that
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for all x € X, all t € R+, and all a £ K \ {0}. for all x, y 6 R+, then (1) holds true for all x > 1 and all y € R+. First of all, it should be noted that in this theorem it must be assumed that (14) holds only for all x e R+ \ {1} and all € R+, because there is no function satisfying (14) for all x, y € R+. Indeed, it suffices to take x = 1 in (14) and then to let y \ 0 in order to obtain a contradiction. In what follows we prove a stronger version of Jung's theorem. 
(ii) the inequality (14) holds true for all x € R+\{1} and all y 6 R\{0}. Consequently, (1) holds true for all i > 1 and all y G R \ {0}. Analogously, but using (16) instead of (15), it can be proved that (1) holds also for all x G ]0,1[ and all y G R \ {0}.
•
The superstability of the equation (2) in the sense of R. Ger reduces to that of equation (1). By virtue of Theorem 6, we conclude that g(x y ) = yg{x) for all x G R + \ {1} and all y e R \ {0}.
This implies that (2) holds true for all x G R+ \ {1} and all y G R \ {0}.
We finish this section with a result on the superstability of the equation (3). We point out that it is stronger than S.-M. Jung's theorem [7, Theorem 6] , as well as that our proof is shorter and less complicated than that given in [7] , for all a,x e C \ {0}.
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Taking these into account, as in the proof of Theorem 5 it is easily seen that (3) holds true for all a, x e C \ {0}.
